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Upstream Business Simulation & Asset Management

This event is designed for a mixture of commercial and technical staff, and is also 
very useful to legal and HR staff involved in the E&P business.  It works particularly 
well for teams at their forming stage, but can also be used to challenge the 
approach of an established team. 
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Objectives:
1. To understand the links in the chain of value across the spectrum of E&P activities
2. To appreciate the interplay of technical skills, commercial awareness and behavioral (managerial)

qualities which lead to decision-making in an E&P environment
3. To understand how to formulate a medium-term (5 year) country business plan
4. To know how to balance a portfolio of contrasting E&P opportunities: exploration, appraisal, new field

developments and old field refurbishments

Course Content & Outline:

The simulation is staged around the ‘Federation of Panacea’ – a fictional country in 
S.E. Asia. The course delegates work in small teams, who are tasked with producing 
a five-year Country Business Plan for Panacea, representing the technical and 
commercial management of their companies.
The course is therefore case-based, and the components of the portfolio are shared one part at a time 
with the teams. The idea is that the company teams need to evaluate each component of the portfolio and 
decide a course of action, weighing up the cost vs. the reward of the options available to them.  By the end 
of the course, the teams will have formulated a plan of action, and be in a position to justify their choices 
commercially.  The main aim of the course is to build a deep understanding of the relative value of activities, 
how value can be balanced against risk and how the resulting decisions are consistent with a clearly stated 
business strategy. The ‘Panacea’ case study is a rich database built up by TRACS based on many runs of this 
business simulation.  The data has been drawn from a number of real world examples and integrated into a 
self-consistent portfolio with the following main components:

Country Setting
The full country setting has been 
defined, including infrastructure, 
population, government guidelines, local 
energy needs, environmental issues and 
competing demands for land and sea-
use (fishing, farming, tourism, historical 
preservation, minerals extraction).

The Federation of Panacea, case study for the course 
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Upstream Business Simulation & Asset Management continued

Course Tutor

1. The Habari Field
The Habari Field is a producing oil field and represents the main source of 
income for the company.  The field is run as a joint venture with the national 
oil Company, and there are numerous opportunities for incremental 
activities, representing low cost but also low revenue work.  These 
opportunities are presented on a set of A4 ‘opportunity cards’. 

2. The Banat Field
The Banat Field is an old onshore oil field with very poor production and 
a number of environmental issues.  The choices here concern the value of 
activities in fields close to the end of their lives, and the aspects of social and 
environmental responsibility around land operations in farming areas.

3 . Garam Discovery
Garam is a new gas discovery made by the company, which requires 
appraisal under the terms of the PSC with the government.  The question 
for the teams is whether there is value in appraisal, particularly as the country has no domestic gas market.

4 . The Gambi Field
Gambi is a greenfield oil development option – a fully appraised field awaiting sanction. The teams need to 
create subsurface and surface development plans to determine an optimal commercial development.  Simple 
spreadsheet tools allow the teams to adjust production forecasts and option cards with associated cost sheets 
allow alternative conceptual development options to be commercially assessed. 

There are a number of exploration opportunities which the companies can pursue, if this is consistent with 
their company strategy and attitude to risk. All of the above needs to be reviewed and balanced.  There is no 
strictly ‘correct’ answer to the simulation, it is simply that: a simulation.  There are many choices to be made, 
however, and the learning from the course is to see how business logic can be applied to weigh-up these 
choices and how the starting point for all E&P decision-making is the formulation up-front of a clear business 
strategy.  

Northern Panacea licence map with assets

Course Duration: 3 days 

Courses available from this series:
Strategy & Performance Management
Petroleum Economics
Oil and Gas Business Decisions
Risk Analysis
Petroleum Economics and Risk Analysis
Oil and Gas Risk Management
E&P Business Simulation (Panacea)
Asset Trading Game
Petroleum Risk and Portfolio Management

Mark Bramwell  PhD

Mark Bramwell has been in the oil and gas industry since 
1985 as a Petroleum Geologist with Shell, KUFPEC and 
several consulting firms.  He has worked on operated and 
non-operated oil and gas ventures in the UK, Egypt, Tunisia, 
Pakistan, Yemen, China, Oman and Suriname.  

His career to date has given him well-site operations exposure 
and a broad background in all stages of the business lifecycle. 

He delivers and develops technical training courses for TRACS 
Training, including several graduate induction programmes. 
Mark also has extensive experience of integrating geoscience, 
petrophysics and reservoir engineering data to characterise 
clastic and carbonate reservoirs in multi-disciplinary teams.
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Upstream Business Simulation & Asset Management continued

Day Morning session 10:00-12:45 (2h 45 min)

Day 1

Lecture 1: Introduction to the Country Business Plan; 
Set up teams
The ‘Panacea portfolio’ – introduce business analysis, 
objective-setting, SWOT and PEST

Case 1: Evaluate the portfolio and set strategy

Lecture 2: Mature asset management;
Commercial drivers in a low to moderate oil price 
world, generating early cash flow

Case 2: The Habari Field, incremental opportunities 
in a producing asset

Afternoon Session 1:30-18:00 (4h 30 min) 
Lecture 3: Managing decline and late life opportunities;
New technology, EOR, infill drilling, satellites

Case 3: The Banat Field, late-life options: reinvest, divest, 
relinquish

Lecture 4: Appraising discoveries;
Opportunity and risk; the value of information and 
appraisal

Case 4: The Garam Field discovery: appraisal planning, 
decision trees

Day 2

Lecture 5: Introduction to Field Development 
Planning (FDP);
Technical options, risk and uncertainty, economic 
screening (NPV, IRR, UTC etc)

Case 5: Gambi Field greenfield development planning 
– subsurface options

Lecture 6: Why projects fail;
What could possibly go wrong? Choosing between 
concepts and assessing their suitability technically & 
commercially.

Case 6: Gambi Field development planning - surface 
facilities options

Lecture 7: Exploration opportunities;
Prospects and leads, understanding the petroleum 
system, probability of success (POS), expected monetary 
value (EMV).

Case 7: Evaluate exploration prospects, risking & ranking.

Lecture 8: Optimising a portfolio;
Long term opportunities, broadening the portfolio, 
strategy

Case 8: Optimise the Panacea portfolio

Day 3

Lecture 9: How to present a business plan;
Essential elements in the plan, it’s structure and how 
to present it

Case 9: Teams prepare a five year country business 
plan presentation

Case 9 continued: Teams continue to prepare a five year 
country business plan presentation

Workshop: Teams present their business plans

Workshop: Discussion, feedback and evaluation


